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Procurement Manual
Rules for sustainable and inclusive procurement



New Government Procurement Rules – 1 October 2019

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new rules have had a name change – now known simply as ‘Government Procurement Rules’.This reflects the change from a focus solely on sourcing to the full procurement lifecycle – Planning, Sourcing and Managing.They have been approved by Cabinet. They are on our website and can be implemented now but will be mandatory on 1 October 2019. 



• The Local Government (Community Well-being) Amendment Bill has the following 
3 main objectives:

• First, it will restore the purpose of local government to be “to promote the social, 
economic, environmental, and cultural well-being of communities”; and

• Second, it will restore territorial authorities’ power to collect development 
contributions for any public amenities needed as a consequence of development. 
This will assist in the provision of facilities such as sports grounds, swimming pools, 
and libraries; and

• Finally, the Bill will make a minor modification to the development contributions 
power so that it is clear that advances of financial assistance from the New Zealand 
Transport Agency that are recoverable do not affect the power of territorial 
authorities to collect development contributions for projects financed using that 
mechanism.

Local Government (Community Well-being) Amendment 
Bill



• Government Procurement Charter

• Introduction of ‘Broader Outcomes’ and ‘Public Value’

Including rules on:
 Transitioning to a net-zero emissions economy and designing waste out of the 

system 
 Increase access for New Zealand businesses
 Construction skills and training
 Improving conditions for New Zealand workers 

• Construction threshold is now $9M (down from $10M)

• New rule on Planning 

• PCI and SSCF Reporting requirement now included

• Removal of Extended Procurement Forecasts and Registered Supplier Lists

• Significant Procurement Plan reviews voluntary unless requested by NZGP

Key changes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an indicative list of the key changes from the 3rd edition of the Government Rules of Sourcing. Each element will be covered as we move through the presentation.The two major changes are the inclusion of Broader Outcomes requirements, alongside the new focus on ‘public value’ as opposed to pure value for money. You will also see that some of the tip boxes have been elaborated to explain the intent of the rule further.



Government Procurement Charter

• The Charter sets out Government’s 
expectations of how agencies should conduct 
their procurement activity to achieve public 
value.

• Agencies must include and incorporate the 
Charter in their procurement processes and 
policies.

• The Charter works alongside the Procurement 
Principles (which have not materially 
changed). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Charter sets out Government’s expectations of how agencies should conduct their procurement activity to achieve public value.It sends a clear message to all agencies about Government’s expectations.Seek opportunities to include New Zealand businessesUndertake initiatives to contribute to a low emissions economy and promote greater environmental responsibilityLook for new and innovative solutionsEngage with businesses with good employment practicesPromote inclusive economic development within New ZealandManage risk appropriatelyEncourage collaboration for collective impact



What are ‘Broader Outcomes’?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Government spends around about $41 billion a year on buying goods and services for government. Because of this size and breadth, Government procurement can be a strong and effective lever to influence a wide range of outcomes beyond obtaining the goods and services for the right price, quality and time. This government saw an opportunity to reset government procurement policy and practice to contribute to a range of other outcomes.Broader outcomes refer to the secondary benefits that can be sought as part of a procurement. These could be environmental (for example reduced waste to landfill), economic (could mean supporting market development), social (could mean upskilling long-term unemployed) or cultural (e.g. alignment with Māori values). 



Redefining Value for Money

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Five Principles of Government Procurement and the Rules already support the consideration of social, environmental, economic and cultural impacts of a procurement when assessing value for money. So instead of saying ‘value for money’ we are now saying how can we achieve ‘public value’ as this incorporate Broader Outcomes.This public value diagram has been included in the new revised rules. Public value means getting the best possible result from your procurement, using resources effectively, economically and without waste, and taking into account: the total costs and benefits of a procurement (total cost of ownership), and its contribution to the results you are trying to achieve. You may have started to see some different terminology being used to describe ‘broader outcomes’.  Words like ‘social outcomes’ ‘secondary benefits’ or ‘wider benefits’ these all mean ‘broader outcomes’.



Notable Rule Additions / Changes
Rule 15 - Planning 
• Agencies must conduct appropriate planning
• Agencies must check if it is subject to a priority outcome
• Agencies must consider what Broader Outcomes could be leveraged
• Also should:

 check it is not covered by an existing Collaborative contract
 engage with other agencies to collaborate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning:Purpose: To bring planning into the Rules. Outlines good practice – including market analysis, checking if it is within one of the Priority Outcomes and how Broader Outcomes could be leveraged.Provide guidance on what to include in a procurement plan. 



Notable Rule Additions / Changes
Rule 16 – Broader Outcomes
• Each agency must consider, and incorporate where appropriate, Broader Outcomes 

when purchasing goods, services or works. 
• Each agency must ensure that Broader Outcomes are incorporated in a way that 

does not discriminate against any supplier or result in any offsets (Rule 3).
• Agencies must conduct reasonable due diligence and manage the contract to 

ensure incorporated priority outcomes are delivered. 

Rule 17 - Increase access for New Zealand Businesses
• For designated contracts agencies must consider how they can create opportunities 

for New Zealand Businesses. 
• NZ Business: A business that originated in New Zealand (not being a New Zealand 

subsidiary of an offshore business), is majority owned or controlled by New 
Zealanders, and has its principal place of business in New Zealand.

• Focus: ICT contracts and innovation / Maori, Pacifica, and surge regions. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Broader Outcomes:Note that Agencies cannot use “Broader Outcomes” to discriminate against any supplier – in other words, you still cannot have a requirement that only New Zealand businesses can participateIt should be noted that the Government has established Priority Areas, but that does not preclude Agencies from voluntarily seeking other Broader outcomes from their procurement processesAccess for NZ businesses:This could include breaking larger contracts into smaller parts to encourage participation by smaller NZ businesses. If you cannot structure a large contract into smaller parts and only large businesses are likely to be capable to deliver the contract, consider engaging with suppliers on how smaller New Zealand businesses can be included in the supply chain. Surge regions are: Northland, Bay of Plenty, East Coast, Hawke's Bay, Manawatu-Whanganui, and the West Coast of the South Island.(For NZGP staff if needed) Priority areas are:Increase NZ businesses’ access to government procurementIncrease the size and skill level of the domestic construction sector workforceFair work: employment standards and health & safetyTransition to a new zero emission economy & design waste out of the system.	



Notable Rule Additions / Changes
Rule 18 – Construction Skills and Training
• Outcome: Increase the size and skill level of the domestic construction sector 

workforce
• When procuring construction works over $9M agencies must include questions 

about the skills development and training practices of the supplier and their 
subcontractors. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Skills development and training:This must also include questions about what more a supplier would do over the course of the contract to improve or build skills.Where a weighted attribute model is used, agencies must ensure that questions about skills development and training practices of the supplier and their sub-contractors are included as weighted evaluation criteria. Where a weighted attribute evaluation model is not used, agencies must ensure that reasonable consideration is given to skills development and training.



Rule 18 – Construction Skills and Trainings
Explains the circumstances where agencies must incorporate Priority 
Outcome 2.

On construction works over the threshold, agencies :
• must include questions about a supplier and their subcontractors skills 

development and training practices and what more a supplier would do
• must weight the questions, or if weighted attribute model is not used, ensure 

that reasonable consideration is given to skills development and training.
• must have regard to any guidance published by MBIE
• must conduct sufficient monitoring 
• must also consider the Health and Safety practices, including training

This applies to all suppliers providing construction-related services, including 
consultants and contractors.



Rule 18 – Construction Skills and Trainings
Schemes similar to “broader outcomes” in other jurisdictions

New South Wales

•Agencies are required establish a target for 
engagement of apprentices and trainees for 
each construction project of >$10m.

•Target must be consistent with any 
government targets set centrally (if any).

• If Agencies have insufficient information to 
identify an appropriate target then default 
targets apply:
•General construction - 1 trainee per 4 

tradespersons.
•Civil construction - 10% of total labour 

cost.
•Tender documents must include the target 

and bidders must demonstrate capacity and 
processes to deliver to meet or exceed 
targets.

Scottish Procurement and community 
benefits

• Agencies are required to “consider” 
including community benefit requirements 
for procurement >£4m (must document 
reason if not included). 

• Agencies are free to choose community 
benefits sought.

• Weighting is determined on a case-by-case 
basis, and evaluation needs to include the 
bidder’s proposed approach (their ‘plan’).

• Agencies must publish an annual 
procurement report which must include a 
summary of community benefits fulfilled 
during the year.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 MINNorthern Ireland’s “Buy Social”Building contracts :Applies to contracts of >£2mRequirement for 1 new entrant trainees FTE per £1m of contract value (pro rata)Construction civil contracts:Applies to contracts of >£4mRequirement for 1 new entrant trainees FTE per £2m of contract value (pro rata)Client may deduct value of any significant off-site labour in certain circumstances.VictoriaMajor Project Skills Guarantee:Applies to projects of >$20mRequirement for at least 10% of total estimated labour hours to be Victorian apprentices, trainees and/or engineering cadets.Direct employees and those hired from group training companies count towards total.Time spent in trade schools or other off-site vocational training also counts.Contractors are responsible for ensuring sub-contractors are following the rules.



Notable Rule Additions / Changes
Rule 19 - Improving conditions for New Zealand workers
• For designated contracts, agencies must require their suppliers to ensure and 

demonstrate that they, and their domestic supply chain, comply with all relevant 
employment standards and health and safety requirements. 

• Agencies should ensure their contracts set out the expectation that suppliers and 
sub-contractors comply with employment standards and health and safety 
requirements. 

• Focus: 
 Cleaning & security services & forestry / construction
 All contracts as required by legislation but focussed support to lift 

performance in high risk areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why should we use government procurement to improve health and safety outcomes and improve compliance with employment standards?  Government agencies sometimes procure goods and services from industries that are at risk of higher incidences of employment standard breaches (for example cleaning service contracts) or have higher health and safety risks (for example, construction and forestry). Industry stakeholders have raised concerns that some agencies award contracts without giving proper consideration to health and safety and employment practices. This approach risks advantaging suppliers who take short cuts and reduce their tender price by not fully meeting their obligations. For employment standards, the targeted industries tend to rely on contracting and casualisation, which can predispose them to have higher rates of employment standards breaches and exploitation. To address this, government contractors in targeted industries (cleaning and security services and forestry)  will be required to undertake risk assessment and due diligence to ensure that not just their business but also their sub-contractors and domestic suppliers are complying with employment standards.  Effective government procurement practices that have an emphasis on good health and safety practice and compliance with employment standards will go some way towards improving conditions for workers in higher risk activities and sectors. It will also help to create a more level playing field in which suppliers who meet their responsibilities are not undercut by those that cut corners through poor labour practices.



Notable Rule Additions / Changes
Rule 20 – Transitioning to a Net-Zero Emissions Economy 
and Designing Waste out of the System
• For designated contracts, agencies must support the procurement of low-waste and 

low-emissions goods and services and encourage innovation to significantly reduce 
emissions and waste impacts from goods and services.

• Focus: 
 Government fleet (emissions)
 Stationary heat (emissions)
 AoG office supplies (waste)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do these Rules do to support environmental sustainability? Agencies must now consider how they can support the procurement of low waste and low emission goods in the priority contract areas (vehicles, heating and office supplies). Agencies are also encouraged to support the procurement of low waste and low emission goods in all of their procurement activity. For example: buy a lower emission vehicle when it comes to replacing and leasing vehicles.



Supplier Code of Conduct
Supplier Code of Conduct
• The Supplier Code of Conduct outlines the 

expectations we have of our suppliers. 
• Suppliers must make sure their 

subcontractors are aware of this code.  
• Key expectations are:

 Ethical behaviour
 Labour and human rights
 Health, safety and security
 Environmental sustainability
 Corporate social responsibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Supplier Code of Conduct has been released including a letter sent to all Chief Executives advising them of the Government’s Expectation when engaging with suppliers.Key expectations are:Ethical behaviourLabour and human rightsHealth, safety and securityEnvironmental sustainabilityCorporate social responsibilityYou will notice that the Supplier Code of Conduct is mentioned throughout the Government Procurement Rules.Notably in the Principles, Rule 2 – Integrity, Rule 25 – Subcontracting, Rule 44 – Reason to Exclude a SuppliersTo read up on The Supplier Code of Conduct, you will find this on our website (it’s not part of the rules).



• Agencies should be updating their internal procurement policies and other policies 
to reflect the revised rules. 

• MBIE is developing guidance currently to support the implementation of Broader 
Outcomes. This will be provided to Agencies when completed. 

• The revised Government Procurement Rules will be in place from 1 October 2019.

What happens next?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The revised Rules will become mandatory for agencies from 01 October 2019. Agencies are strongly encouraged to start building them into their procurements immediately.Agencies should consider this period up to October as a ‘grace period’ to incorporate broader outcomes into their procurement practices and policies. NZGPP are developing guidance over the next few months to support agencies with the implementation of broader outcomes.



What the changes mean for NLTP 
funded procurement 

Updates to the Procurement Manual 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Procurement Manual requirement for Procurement funded through NLTP 



•The requirement to comply with the 
Government Procurement Charter - sets 
out government’s expectations of how 
agencies should conduct their procurement 
activity to achieve public value (best value 
for money)

•Approved Organisations must consider 
how activities can, where appropriate, 
contribute to the Government’s Broader 
Outcomes

The Procurement Manual 

Key changes to align with Government Procurement Rules 



• An update to the Health & Safety Expectations to strengthen 
the Transport Agency’s requirement that AOs consistently 
embed health and safety controls and standards within the 
procurement lifecycle and that health and safety forms a key 
consideration in every procurement decision 

• Redefinition of ‘value for money,’ intended to align with 
NZGPP’s concept of ‘public value’

• The Transport Agency’s involvement in the Construction 
Sector Accord, and that the Transport Agency expects AOs to 
contribute, where appropriate, to the priorities outlined in the 
Construction Sector Accord 

Other changes to the Procurement Manual  
In addition to the changes brought about by the GPR, we will also make the following changes 
to the Procurement Manual:



Construction Sector Acord



Framework for Delivering Broader Outcomes

• We have worked closely with several other central government 
agencies to co-develop the Framework

• MBIE, MoE, Corrections, IRD and HNZ form the Working Group

• Our CE and MBIE will co-release before the end of October

• Provides guidance for agencies to apply the Broader Outcomes in their 
respective organisations

• Community of Practice where clauses, lessons learnt, global learnings, 
case studies will reside 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Framework enables a consistent approach to delivering public value through government procurement of goods, services and works. It has been established to:Complement and build off Government’s broader outcomes objectives;Enable effective targeting of priority objectives for the greater good of all New Zealanders, including requirements under the Government Procurement Rules and the broader outcomes as well as other government policy initiatives;Enable consistency and transparency in definitions, processes and expectations;Provide a structure that can be adapted across different agencies, activity tiers, procurement categories and regions;Provide guidance to assist agencies with implementing broader outcomes;Encourage suppliers to actively deliver public value; andSupport the sustainable development of government and market capability.The Framework includes practical guidance to help agencies implement broader outcomes in their organisation-wide procurement planning and individual procurement activities, including how to:Develop an agency-wide broader outcomes strategy;Develop a broader outcomes plan for individual procurement activities;Specify broader outcomes requirements; Establish broader outcomes evaluation criteria; Manage contracts and relationship to achieve broader outcomes;TacticDescriptionBundle Increasing the size and scope of a project/contract to enable a sustainable broader outcomes solution.  UnbundleDecreasing the size and scope of a project/contract to enable suppliers developing capability to deliver broader  outcomes in the supply market to have the opportunity and capacity to meet scope for delivery.Evaluation criteria Communicating to the market that importance is placed on delivery of broader outcomes.  Evaluation criteria for targeted sub-contractingUsing higher value projects/contracts to develop and grow the market in suppliers with good environmental, social, and cultural practices by requiring or encouraging alternative sub-contractors as part of their goods, services or works delivery that will support delivery of specified outcomes. Request for Information (or other forms of early market engagement)When there is limited knowledge of how public value could be addressed and/or there is a desire to encourage innovation.PartnershipsSpecific and strategic matching of supplier capability with visibility to a pipeline of work supported with an openness to partnering. This creates long-term opportunities for innovation around shared broader outcomes objectives and to enhance capability within the supply chain. Supplier relationship management (SRM)Relationships and structured SRM processes enabling engagement with existing strategic, long-term suppliers to explore public value opportunities.SpecificationsFraming specifications on outcomes-based expectations and defined deliverables.Targeted panelsUsing panels as an opportunity to diversify the supplier base. Targeted sourcingAllowing direct or selective sourcing from known suppliers with good environmental, social, and cultural practices, often for lower value (below threshold) transactions where internal processes allow this.  



Making it easier for partners to 
obtain value for money through 
innovative and best practice 
procurement 

What support can we provide 
The Procurement Team is here to help

• Additional information to be provided in the 
Framework and Community of Practice 

• We are available to answer questions and be a 
sounding-board for ideas 

• Connecting you with others 



Response 3
Share success and 

lessons learned

Response 2
Start thinking and 

planning

Response 1
Continue to use and 

apply the Procurement 
Manual to be compliant 

with changes

How do you need to respond to the change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we do not require AOs to retrospectively consider Rule 16: Broader Outcomes for approved funded activities, we would however encourage AOs to consider if broader outcomes could be delivered through these activities during any subsequent market engagement Case studies – crucial 



Where to go for 
more information
• The NZ Transport Agency 

Procurement Manual
• Government Procurement Rules

(GPR), 4th edition 
• Construction Sector Accord

Email procurement@nzta.govt.nz

Tania Cleary - Senior Procurement 
Advisor – Procurement Excellence  
tania.cleary@nzta.govt.nz
021 953 526

Philip Walker - Senior Procurement 
Advisor - Approved Organisations
Philip.Walker@nzta.govt.nz
021 633 986

https://nzta.govt.nz/resources/procurement-manual/
https://www.procurement.govt.nz/procurement/principles-and-rules/government-procurement-rules/
https://www.constructionaccord.nz/
mailto:procurement@nzta.govt.nz
mailto:tania.cleary@nzta.govt.nz
mailto:Philip.Walker@nzta.govt.nz
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